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This is usually the Do Not Disturb or Busy status. While there is an existing relationship between the two
variables under consideration, Njagi and Malel recommend MBO and communication as the facilitators of the
relationship. Issues pertaining to time management can be categorized in three main areas which are relevant
to employment nature, personality traits of the job holder and individuals who define job roles 3 for
employees. Sometimes it requires him to merge his business and personal life. The significance of time
management for managers and executive professional does not receive great attention until recent. Think of
other high-performance organizations, like sports teams or the military. Organization has encountered various
problems pertaining to inefficiencies in managing time and performing job effectively. As a result, employees
face additional pressure to perform result-oriented job in a timely manner. Where one would suggest
performance is linked to benefits and compensation some other author suggests that performance is linked to
employee engagement and commitment. Or compiling a spreadsheet, then stopping when someone appears at
your office door. In the similar momentum, individuals who are at the introductory and developing stage of
the employment will suffer more work clash and unexpected work demands than somebody working in a built
up position, where consistency and routine are the request of the day. Data collection would then be used to
draw conclusion and recommend necessary things that should be taken care of in respect of managing time to
achieve the maximum performance not just for the individual employee but also for the overall performance of
the organization 3. This is essentially an appointment you make with yourself, where you work on one specific
task or project. Content Square 3. Time management is indeed the most crucial for both individuals and
organizations for carrying their business effectively. The research has intended to cover the dynamics, factors
and opinions towards the variables under consideration: Time Management and Employee Performance. An
imperative part of time management is effective planning for the future. Rituals Two rituals are extremely
useful for businesspeople. The first is your morning ritual on days where you work. In context of the
inconvenience in dealing with their time and organizing work; this study helps them to push ahead by giving
them more prominent clarity on what is truly essential and dire in their work. Today, he has three employees.
Cost efficiency? Local case study is the focus of the study and plan of analysis however other case, global
ones too, would be considered to identify the different techniques used as tools to effective time management;
tools of time management that help achieve the individual and organizational performance at hand. He also
groups his tasks together based on context, or where he is. Killing multitasking completely will yield
unheard-of productivity increases everywhere. The research aims to find out how time management may have
affected the performance among employees of Innovative Pvt Limited. Employee Motivation and
Performance. Let us know! Organization has been reported with idle talk activities by employees. They spend
most of their time training and practicing for a game or operation.


